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Problem

The WCET of a system depends on

I system design

I algorithm coding

I compilation

I linking

I deployment

I environment

A change in any one of them changes the timings.



Problem

Problems in defining the WCET stem from two unknowns:

The execution flow through the algoritm is unknown and
variable.

I Static methods examine these, but loops, complex branches,
function pointers etc. pose difficulties

I Generating test input to cover all paths difficult with
measurement approach

The dynamic behaviour of the hardware and environment is
difficult to model.

I Measurement based methods do not (always) require a model
of the hardware (or environment)



Measurement methods

Best measurement method is application dependant.
I Simulation based on software models

I Processor model with callbacks
I Systems modeling language, e.g. SystemC

I In-circuit emulators or embedded trace modules
I Nexus, or IEEE 5001, is a standard interface for debugging and

tracing embedded systems.
I CoreSight - ARM specific set of debug and trace tools.
I OCDS on TriCore
I BDM on Motorola PowerPC 5xxx

I Ad-hoc measurement points with software support

I Bus traces

I End-to-end measurmenents of full system

Probe effect!



Generating test vectors

Pure measurement based methods are infeasible - a 32bit integer
as input requires 232 tests. Two require 264 tests, etc.
Ways of limiting the input test data are

I Use static WCET methods to calculate a triggering input data
for each path

I Divide program into smaller testing units

I Evolutionary (genetic) algorithms

I Model checking [2]

I Between-class attribute transfer[4]

I Use domain knowledge



Measurement based method - approach 1

Calculate the CFG, and annotate/instrumentate the execution of
each basic block. Measure end-to-end and use linear equations for
calculating execution time of the basic block. Combine with flow
analysis for a WCET estimate

1. N1 ∗ ad + M1 ∗ b + K1 ∗ c = E1ms

2. N2 ∗ ad + M2 ∗ b + K2 ∗ c = E2ms

3. N3 ∗ ad + M3 ∗ b + K3 ∗ c = E3ms

Drawbacks: program flow effects on caches and probe effect.
Proposed by Lindgren, Hansson and Thane[5]



Measurement based method - approach 2

Use annotations/instrumentation for measuiring the execution time
of the basic blocks. Again combine with flow analysis to find the
path p with the maximum execution time.

WCET = maxp∈P(

p∑
BB i

et)

Drawbacks of this method is neglect of processor state when
measuring each basic block.



Tools

The following tools are presented:

I RapiTime

I SymTA/P

I MTime

I TimeWeaver

I FORTRAS

The tools have a uniform approach. Most:

I Work on source level

I Divide the problem into sub-problems, and measure those



RapiTime

I From Rapita Systems.

I Measures the program in parts - generally basic blocks

I Works on source or binary level

I Automatic instrumentation of the code, additional user added
annotation for better results

I Execution timing is measured from traces that are collected at
run-time from

I software instrumentation, possibly with external hardware
support

I tracing hardware
I CPU simulations

I Predicts WCET based on statistical methods

Limitation - test data must be provided by user.



SymTA/P

I From Technische Universität Braunschweig

I Analyzes CFG and data dependancy on software level.

I Merges basic blocks into ”Single Feasible Path” blocks.

I Instruments these entities for measuremet with software calls
to timing routines.

I Executes the binary on hardware or simulator.

Instrumentation is done as C/assembly macros. Porting the tool to
new platforms require only implementing these.



MTime

I From Technische Universität Wien[3].

I Uses static analysis to split the program to manageable
partitions (PS, program segment).

I Model checking to generate test data and loop bounds.

I Test data enforces all paths within a PS.

I Execution times of the PS are measured and combined as
WCET estimate.

I WCET can be guaranteed on simple hardware.



TimeWeaver

I From AbsInt

I Participates in WCC’11. AbsInt home page doesn’t mention
it.

I TimeWeaver computes task-level worst-case execution time
(WCET) estimates from the execution time of code snippets
obtained from real-time instruction-level tracing. The
computed time bounds are valuable for soft real-time systems
and provide feedback for optimizing worst-case performance.
(copied verbatim from http://www.absint.com/timeweaver/)



FORTRAS

I From Technische Universität Wien.

I Participates in WCC’11

I Uses abstraction methods from model checking domain to
model the application.

I From this abstract model a set of test inputs are generated for
the WCET measurements.



Static WCET vs. measurement-based
And some numeric results

Not much is published w.r.t. benchmarking results for WCET
tools, especially on measurement based tools.

I Gustafsson and Ermedahl summarize some measurements in
[1]. However - these are ad-hoc measurements against static
WCET tool aiT. aiT is used to deduce the WCET path, and
corresponding input is fed to the measurement. The WCET
values given by aiT is less than 30% higher than the measured
values, but smaller than estimates based on feedback from the
operating system’s scheduler.
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